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Abstract
Browser fingerprinting is increasingly being used for online tracking of users, and, unlike the use of cookies, is almost impossible for
users to control. This has a major negative impact on online privacy.
Despite the availability of a range of fingerprinting countermeasures
as well as some limited attempts by browser vendors to curb its effectiveness, it remains largely uncontrolled. Third-party countermeasures
have inherit limitations and many browser vendors do not appear to
have made significant efforts to control it. This paper provides the
first comprehensive and structured discussion of measures to limit or
control browser fingerprinting, covering both user-based and browserbased techniques. It also discusses the limitations of these measures
and the need for browser vendor support in controlling fingerprinting.
Further, a somewhat counterintuitive possible new browser identifier
is proposed which could make cookies and fingerprint-based tracking
redundant; the need for, and possible effect of, this feature is discussed.
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Introduction

Browser fingerprinting appears to have become a somewhat commonly used
technique for online tracking [3], i.e. linking multiple visits by a single
browser to the same website, and/or linking individual visits by a browser
to multiple sites. For many years, both types of tracking have been made
possible through the use of cookies, where third party tracking sites can link
multiple site visits through inclusion of their content on cooperating sites.
However, fingerprinting is far more persistent than cookie-based tracking,
virtually uncontrollable by users and non-trivial to detect. Moreover, fingerprinting can be used to create supercookies, where if a tracking cookie is
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deleted from a user platform, it can be regenerated if the same browser is
detected via fingerprinting [7].
The fact that tracking can so readily be performed using browser fingerprinting is potentially a major threat to the privacy of web users, and
as noted above it is one over which users currently have no control. Whilst
there are uses of browser fingerprinting not directly relating to tracking, the
lack of user control combined with the serious privacy threat suggests that
means of limiting its effectiveness, i.e. what we refer to here as fingerprinting
countermeasures, are of potentially huge importance, motivating this paper.
Fingerprinting countermeasures can be divided into two categories, depending on whether they are directly implementable by the user regardless
of the browser or whether they require support from the browser vendor.
In the remainder of this paper we provide a comprehensive and systematic
review of possible fingerprinting countermeasures. This is significant for a
number of reasons. First, some of these techniques, whilst apparently known,
have not previously been described in the academic literature. Second, this
review enables us to compare their effectiveness (and their limitations) and
also consider how best such countermeasures could be implemented, from
the perspectives of both the user and the browser vendor. Third, it enables
us to identify areas where further research is urgently needed.
Finally, given that fingerprint-based tracking is so privacy intrusive (and
uncontrollable), we also consider a way in which the major fingerprinters
might be encouraged to abandon the practice. We, possibly controversially,
propose that browsers should support a new type of website-accessible identifier, referred to as a Unique Browser Identifier, which would enable a level of
user-controllable tracking without involving the collection of other user and
browser data. This could make browser vendors willing to change behaviour
to make fingerprinting difficult, leading to its use becoming redundant and
(potentially) prevented. The possible operation of this identifier, and its
advantages and disadvantages, are discussed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
brief introduction to browser fingerprinting. In Section 3, a general overview
of approaches to limiting fingerprinting is provided. Sections 4 and 5 provide detailed descriptions of all known user-based and browser-based antifingerprinting measures, respectively. In Section 6, we discuss a browser
identifier-based proposal that aims at making browser fingerprinting redundant. Building on the previous sections, in Section 7 we review the degree
to which browser fingerprinting can be controlled using current technology
and consider ways in which greater control can be exercised in the future.
Acknowledgements the authors would like to thank the anonymous
referees for their helpful comments and suggestions.
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Browser Fingerprinting

Browser fingerprinting, as first described by Eckersley [7], is a technique that
allows web servers to uniquely identify user devices by examining information retrievable from a browser, where this collection of information is unique
for most instances. There are various possible uses for fingerprinting, but
one of the most widely discussed (and controversial) is online tracking (i.e.
enabling web servers to link multiple interactions with the same platform).
Since Eckersley first described it, the range and richness of information retrievable from a browser that is usable for fingerprinting has substantially
increased, as has real-world deployment of fingerprinting by websites [3, 20].
Browser fingerprinting can be performed by active or passive means [6].
Passive fingerprinting depends entirely on information retrievable through
regular HTTP requests such as the HTTP header field user agent 1 , whereas
active fingerprinting involves the use of scripts to retrieve further information about the browser and its configuration, such as the set of installed
fonts.
As has been widely discussed, for example by Eckersley [7], Narayanan
and Reisman [23], and Perry [30], there are a number of reasons why browser
fingerprinting represents a more significant threat to user privacy than cookies.
• Typically there is no simple way to determine for certain whether a
website is deploying any of the various browser fingerprinting techniques.
• A user can limit the tracking power of cookies in a number of ways, e.g.
by regularly deleting cookies or blocking them altogether (as supported
by most browsers), but there are no comparable, easily configured,
means of limiting fingerprinting.
• Unlike cookies, browser fingerprinting is not dependent on a single
explicit feature of HTTP. Fingerprinting rather relies on many techniques to collect various information about the properties and configuration of the browser and its host platform. Any of this information
has the potential to be used for fingerprinting.

3

Limiting Browser Fingerprinting

3.1

General Approaches

Most techniques aimed at limiting the effectiveness of fingerprinting either
involve user-enabled options such as installing extensions, or operate via
1

This header field contains information related to the browser and its host, such as
the browser version, operating system version and screen resolution [12].
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browsers that incorporate anti-fingerprinting features. We discuss these two
general classes of countermeasures in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5 below.
A number of authors have proposed extensions that could help counter
fingerprinting. Examples include FP-Block [36], Blink [19] and FingerprintAlert [3]. There are also widely discussed extensions of this type that do not
seem to have any corresponding published research, such as CanvasBlocker 2
and Stop Fingerprinting 3 . Luangmaneerote et al. [21] surveyed several of
the more widely discussed fingerprinting countermeasures. They concluded
that no single countermeasure can protect against all known fingerprinting
methods, such countermeasures tend to negatively affect the user experience, and are likely to fail to block newly deployed fingerprinting methods.
In this paper, we do not attempt to evaluate or enumerate individual antifingerprinting extensions; instead our goal is to consider the possible general
approaches and in each case examine its effectiveness.
As far as browser-incorporated anti-fingerprinting techniques are concerned, a number of documents provide recommendations and guidelines to
browser vendors aimed at limiting the effectiveness of fingerprinting, including RFC 6973 [11], a W3C Note [6], Eckersley [7], and Nikiforakis et al.
[26]. However, the detailed technical aspects of such recommendations are
outside the scope of this paper, which is intended to provide a roadmap for
policymakers, developers, browser vendors and interested general web users
who wish to help control browser fingerprinting.

3.2

Challenges

A number of proposed browser fingerprinting countermeasures involve adding
features to the browser, typically in the form of a browser extension. However, approaches of this type have serious limitations [21] and might even
lead to effects opposite to those intended (see 4.3). By contrast, and as
discussed in greater detail in Section 5, browser vendors could potentially
control fingerprinting very effectively by making modifications to the way
browsers operate. To help substantiate these claims, we next consider some
of the main challenges in controlling browser fingerprinting.
3.2.1

Misuse of Browser Features

One major challenge in controlling fingerprinting is that information useful
for fingerprinting can be obtained from “regular” web interactions, including
website-originated browser scripts that access standardized APIs4 . That
is, preventing fingerprinting might necessitate stopping, or restricting, such
2

https://addons.mozilla.org/en/firefox/addon/canvasblocker/
https://addons.mozilla.org/en/firefox/addon/stop-fingerprinting
4
A web API, i.e. a web Application Programming Interface, is a set of functions or
methods that can be used to access certain functionality of web browsers.
3
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interactions, scripts and the APIs they access, which will almost certainly
damage the user’s browsing experience. For example, canvas fingerprinting 5
makes use of the Canvas API [5], and simply blocking this API would result
in browsers being unable to render images that could be critical to use of a
web page.
3.2.2

Detection

Unlike tracking via cookies, that can be detected by the presence of cookies stored on user device, there are no unambiguous methods of detecting
browser fingerprinting [26]. Moreover, it can be performed passively and is
thus virtually undetectable (except, perhaps, by second order effects, such
as receipt of targeted advertising). As described by Narayanan et al. [23]
and Perry et al. [31], active fingerprinting can also be very hard to detect, as
it can take advantage of almost any existing web API and almost certainly
any future new APIs6 .

4

User-based Countermeasures

We now describe and analyse a variety of ways in which users can reduce
the effectiveness of browser fingerprinting. We also consider the main challenges to user-based approaches, in particular observing that none of these
techniques prevent fingerprinting — indeed, some may even make it more
effective.

4.1

Browser Choice and Configuration

Browsers vary in their susceptibility to fingerprinting [2]. These variations
arise for a variety of reasons, including that some browsers, such as Firefox, have (possibly user-selectable) features that are designed to help resist
fingerprinting. Moreover, as described by Boda et al. [4], some browser configuration options, such as disabling JavaScript, can affect fingerprinting.
That is, a user’s choice of browser and configuration options can change the
effectiveness of fingerprinting. Finally, selecting a browser and version that
is used by many users is also likely to help in making the browser a little
less fingerprintable7 .
Before proceeding it is important to mention the Tor browser8 , which
is specifically designed to be privacy-protecting; hence selecting Tor could
be seen as a potentially effective user-based countermeasure. Unlike several
5

A browser fingerprinting technique that depends on exploiting the Canvas API [22].
Unless new APIs are developed with built-in resistance to fingerprinting.
7
https://panopticlick.eff.org/self-defense
8
The Tor browser is a modified version of Firefox browser that has enhanced security
and privacy features, https://www.torproject.org/projects/torbrowser
6
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widely-used browsers, the Tor browser includes by default a range of features intended to counter fingerprinting. These include using a fixed set of
system colours, disabling plugins by default, limiting the number of fonts a
document is allowed to load, and disallowing read access to canvas-rendered
images unless express permission is granted by the user9 .
However, use of the Tor browser has a number of serious practical drawbacks including a seriously compromised browsing experience [16], one aspect of which is a slow browsing speed; there are also relatively few users
(less than 1% of web users employ the Tor browser10 ) which might itself
make fingerprinting possible because of the fingerprintability paradox (see
4.3). Tor also possesses other serious usability issues: it breaks some websites, some websites opt to block Tor clients, and changes in IP address
negatively affect the localized web browsing experience. Another example
of a usability issue arises when Tor advises a user against maximizing the
browser window via an in-browser notification. This is intended to keep the
window at the default size and thereby the same size as other Tor users,
hence preventing websites from learning the device’s display size. Whilst
this reduces browser fingerprintability, it will clearly have a negative effect
on the user experience.
More generally, making attributes the same across multiple browser instances and hence reducing their uniqueness would make fingerprinting more
difficult. However, it is also likely to damage the user experience by preventing the website tailoring its site to match the characteristics of the user
device [31]. These serious disadvantages mean that the Tor browser is unlikely ever to be widely adopted, and hence cannot be seen as generally
applicable a means of controlling fingerprinting.

4.2

Browser Extensions

Apart from the fundamental choice of browser, the main option for users
wishing to limit the effectiveness of browser fingerprinting is to install one
or more special-purpose browser extensions. As noted in Section 3.1, a
number of such extensions exist, and we now consider these extensions in
greater detail.
We were unable to find any detailed and generally applicable evidence
regarding the relative effectiveness of the existing extensions; however they
all seem to share common weaknesses. The limited effectiveness of some individual extensions has been evaluated in controlled environments, including
by Nikiforakis et al. [27] and Luangmaneerote et al. [21]. It seems unlikely
9
https://www.torproject.org/projects/torbrowser/design
[accessed
13/02/2019].
10
Estimated by comparing the number of Tor browser clients during January 2019
as reported on https://metrics.torproject.org with the total number of web users
reported on http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users.
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that a single extension is able to completely prevent fingerprinting, given the
multiplicity of fingerprinting approaches, potentially including methods not
in the public domain. Furthermore, there is no known method of learning
whether extensions that counter certain fingerprinting techniques are in fact
able to prevent real-world fingerprinting. This is especially apparent given
that it is not always possible to detect when fingerprinting is occurring in
the first place [1].
We also observe that some extensions not specifically designed for the
purpose can nonetheless reduce the effectiveness of fingerprinting, as a byproduct of their intended functionality. One such example is NoScript11 ,
that controls which scripts deployed by a visited website are allowed to run
on the browser; depending on its configuration it might prevent execution
of scripts used for browser fingerprinting. However, in this study we only
consider purpose-built anti-fingerprinting extensions.
We next briefly review the three main techniques employed by the antifingerprinting browser extensions of which we are aware. We consider the
limitations they all share in Section 4.3 below.
• Script Blocking: this works by blocking suspected fingerprinting
scripts. One example of an extension adopting this approach is PrivacyBadger 12 , developed by the Electronic Frontier Foundation. It
detects canvas fingerprinting and prevents third-party scripts that deploy it from executing.
• Attribute Spoofing: extensions that use this technique attempt
to prevent fingerprinting by constantly spoofing browser/platform attributes. Examples of extensions using this approach include: PriVaricator (due to Nikiforakis et al. [25]), FPRrandom (due to Laperdrix
et al. [18]), FPGuard (due to FaizKhademi et al. [9]) and an unnamed
extension due to Fiore et al. [13]. FP-Block, due to Torres et al. [36],
also fabricates some browser attributes, but it also blocks some scripts.
That is, it employs both script blocking and attribute spoofing.
• Data Blocking: this involves blocking the retrieval of attributes that
might be used for fingerprinting from the browser. This approach is
used by FingerprintAlert 13 .

4.3

Limitations

The main disadvantage of user-based countermeasures is that they all depend, to a limited extent, on manipulating or blocking data sent by the
11

https://noscript.net
https://www.eff.org/privacybadger
13
https://addons.mozilla.org/en/firefox/addon/fingerprintalert/
12
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browser to remote web servers. This gives rise to several limitations, which
we now discuss.
• Limitation of Browser Choice: although browsers vary in their
fingerprintability, they still exhibit a large number of fingerprintable
attributes. Perhaps this is less true for privacy-hardened browsers such
the Tor browser but it comes at the cost of a compromised browsing
experience.
• Limitation of Extensions: browser extensions can customize the attributes and behaviour of a browser. However, their ability to modify
behaviour is by definition limited to what browser vendors allow. This
means that browser extensions cannot replace vendor-implemented
measures that enhance the privacy properties of their browsers.
• Compromised Browsing Experience: many browser-based countermeasures compromise the browsing experience in some way [21].
This is especially true when such countermeasures block certain scripts
or spoof properties that may be important for the functionality of a
visited website. There is also the possibility of a false positive, i.e. an
incorrectly detected fingerprinting attempt, breaking some “innocent”
websites.
• Fingerprintability Paradox: this a phenomenon that has been
widely discussed — see, for example, Eckersley [7] and Torres et al.
[36]. The term captures the fact that measures taken to reduce browser
fingerprintability can unintentionally create a new source of fingerprinting. A simple example arises where an anti-fingerprinting browser
extension that is only installed in a small number of devices can be detected by a web server. That is, the presence of the extension is itself
an attribute that can contribute to fingerprinting. This is a special
case of what to refer to as detection of defence, where the deployment
of a countermeasure can be detected and can be used to contribute
to fingerprinting [26, 35]. This problem is especially significant if the
number of users of the countermeasure is relatively small.
A related but distinct issue arises from the deployment of a browser extension that spoofs browser attributes for anonymization purposes but
as a result exhibits a set of browser characteristics that is unrealistic
or rare. This behaviour can be used to make a browser more identifiable. Further, Vastel et al. [37] argue that some countermeasures
potentially make browsers more fingerprintable since both spoofed and
correct browser attributes can be discovered, e.g. using two different
APIs. Finally, it has also been observed by Perry [30] that privacycautious users who opt to enable the Do Not Track (DNT)14 option in
14

DNT is a standard browser feature that sends a request to websites that the browser
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their browsers increase their fingerprintability surface by doing so. In
fact, the DNT option is no longer officially endorsed by the W3C [33];
while it is still supported by some browsers, Apple has announced15
that version 12.1 of its Safari browser will drop support.

5

Browser-based Countermeasures

We next discuss the various countermeasures that could be implemented by
browser vendors, as well as the associated challenges.

5.1

Reducing the Fingerprinting Surface

Having browsers exhibit similar information wherever possible would help
limit fingerprinting [6, 11]. For example, the HTTP user agent header field
is an important source of information for fingerprinting [14, 38] since as
currently implemented it contains many browser and platform details, including full details of the browser version and, in some mobile browsers, the
mobile phone model [2]. Restricting the information included to only what
is vital for the functioning of websites would clearly help reduce its utility for fingerprinting, whilst not affecting its usefulness for tailoring website
content.
Currently, the specifics of API implementation are typically left to browser
vendors, which increases their usefulness for fingerprinting by enabling one
browser to be distinguished from another through minor implementation
differences [23]. However, if the standards included enough details to ensure
these APIs are implemented in a way that would make browsers indistinguishable, then this would in turn limit fingerprinting effectiveness.
One of the methods used by some browsers (e.g. Firefox) to limit fingerprinting is attribute spoofing (as used in anti-fingerprinting extensions,
cf. 4.2). However, as discussed in Section 4, attribute spoofing can seriously damage the user experience, and may also have a computational cost.
Thus, whilst attribute spoofing may be necessary as a short-term expedient,
in the longer term arranging for as much cross-browser attribute uniformity
as possible is clearly a preferable approach [31]. As a result, it is likely that
browsers that resort to spoofing are doing so as a temporary measure, as
achieving behavioural uniformity would require, a currently absent, consensus amongst browser vendors.
In conclusion, and as recommended by RFC 6973 [11], it would be
highly desirable for browsers to minimize the information content of browserretrievable attributes to that needed to deliver the user experience, whilst
user does not wish to be tracked [33].
15
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/safari_release_notes/safari_
12_1_release_notes [accessed 13/02/2019]
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also working to remove unnecessary differences in browser behaviour, including the order and presence of HTTP fields. Such changes could make a
significant difference to the effectiveness of fingerprinting, with no obvious
disadvantages in terms of the delivery of web content.

5.2

Context-based API access control

If browsers could be designed to control access to certain APIs based on the
context, this would be very useful in controlling fingerprinting. For example,
and as demonstrated by the Fingerprintability test web page16 , the client
platform private IP address can be exposed via the WebRTC API. The
specific feature of WebRTC that reveals the IP address is intended for video
chat purposes. Currently, again as shown by Fingerprintability, this API can
be accessed in many widely-used browsers regardless of whether or not video
conferencing is taking place (or even without prompting the user). Hence
(by some means) restricting access to the WebRTC API to video chat sites
would clearly be beneficial in limiting fingerprinting.
There are many other examples of APIs whose use could be limited
with similar benefits, such as access to processing and graphics hardware
information through the WebGL API17 in cases where it is not used to
render any graphics. Analogously, since tracking is mostly performed by
third parties, it would be very helpful if third-party scripts were prevented
from accessing any API unless there is a clear reason for its use by a party
other than the visited website [31].

5.3

Deprecate/Limit Unnecessary APIs

There is a need for the set of standardized APIs to be revisited and pruned
where possible, since some APIs are apparently almost exclusively used by
fingerprinters [31]. Of course, such APIs were not developed for fingerprinting purposes. Supporting this, Snyder et al. [34] have shown that many APIs
are not utilized by any of top 100,000 visited websites. Such lightly used
APIs create avoidable fingerprinting opportunities. Removing such APIs,
or at least limiting their functionality, would therefore limit fingerprinting
with minimal impact on the user experience. Two examples of such APIs
are as follows.
• As noted by Olejnik et al. [29], the battery API is almost solely used for
fingerprinting purposes. This API allows websites to detect the battery
level of the client’s device and optionally adjust website content to
reduce battery-draining features if low battery levels are detected [17].
Safari never supported this API while Firefox did support it for a
16
17

https://fingerprintable.org/webrtcleaks
A web API that renders 2D and 3D graphics on supported browsers.
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while but deprecated it in 2017 (possibly because of privacy issues).
This move was followed by several other browser vendors. At the time
of writing, Chrome is the only one of the top five browsers that still
supports this API.
• An example of an API with features which seem primarily useful for
fingerprinting is provided by the Canvas API, that enables a website to
specify an image in code form (reducing data transfer requirements).
Mowery and Shacham [22] showed that browsers and platforms vary
in how they render canvas images. This is made valuable for fingerprinting by an API feature that allows a website to retrieve the
canvas-rendered image18 . Disabling this latter feature would remove
the fingerprinting function without preventing use of the API for its
intended purpose.

5.4

Alerts and Prompts

As noted by Doty [6] and Fette and Melnikov [11], it would enhance user
control if users were made aware whenever a browser detects behaviour
which suggests fingerprinting is being performed. In addition, it would also
be helpful if users could be given the means to control such behaviour.
Of course, as we have discussed above, reliably detecting fingerprinting is
a hard problem. However, it might be possible to detect when a website
is collecting information which is apparently unrelated to the information
being served to the user. This could, perhaps, involve the use of machine
learning techniques.
Examples of possible controls that could be given to users when a website
is detected collecting fingerprintable data include:
• blocking the data collection;
• anonymizing the collectable data by spoofing or removing unique
values;
• allowing users to select what data can be collected by a visited website.
Even if it is not possible to control the potential fingerprinting, it would
help if users could be notified when such activity, e.g. involving the Canvas
API, is detected. To a limited, and varying, extent this is implemented in
both the Safari and Tor browsers. However, browser vendors need to be
wary of warning fatigue [31], as over-frequent alerts might cause users to
pay less attention to prompts and click on them without considering their
content. Usefully, the number of times a user is prompted could be reduced if
18

The API allows the retrieval of the binary pixel data of the rendered image by the
visited website [22]
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appropriate options were made available to users, such as enabling/disabling
prompts, blacklisting, and automatically blocking certain third-party interactions. Moreover, prompts could be reduced if users were prompted only
when suspicious behaviour is detected. An example of such suspicious behaviour would be a website that attempts to retrieve the canvas-rendered
image while the image itself cannot be seen by the user because it is invisible
or too small.
In a small investigation we found that none of the top four desktop
browsers19 (i.e. Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Edge) alert users
when a visited website performs actions typical of fingerprinters, nor do
they appear to incorporate any specific measures to prevent fingerprinting20 .
By contrast, as discussed in 4.1, the Tor browser protects against canvas
fingerprinting by default as it prompts users before allowing the retrieval of
canvas-rendered images by a visited website.

5.5

Reduction in API accuracy

Several studies (e.g. by Eckersley [7] and Olejnik at al. [28]) have suggested
using a reduction in the accuracy and level of detail provided by a browser in
order to help counter fingerprinting. As discussed in 5.1, reducing the level
of detail in the HTTP header would significantly help in limiting fingerprinting. The reporting of constantly varying values, such as time, location and
battery level could also be made less accurate to help prevent fingerprinting.
A further example of this type is provided by location information. Currently, all widely-used browsers prompt users to give permission if a website
tries to access the location of the user. However, while the currently high
level of accuracy obtainable (e.g. up to 4–5 metres) is likely to be necessary
for applications such as satellite navigation, the need for such accuracy for
most cases is arguable at best. Reducing the level of accuracy of the data
provided, e.g. by enhancing the API to allow two or more levels of accuracy,
could help limit fingerprinting. In addition to the prompt for user permission
to access location information implemented by many browsers, the browser
could also warn the user if a website is requesting highly-accurate location
information.

5.6

Secure Data Handling

As reported in a previous study [3], potentially privacy-sensitive fingerprinting data is often retrieved from a browser in plaintext via HTTP. Browsers
could usefully enforce the use of HTTPS for such information transfers,
19

The list of the most widely-used browsers was retrieved from https://www.
netmarketshare.com/browser-market-share.aspx [accessed 01/10/2019].
20
Firefox has a small set of configurable anti-fingerprinting settings; however, these are
only likely to be employed by technically aware users.
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as advised in RFC 6973 [11]. Currently, Chrome is the only browser that
forces websites to use HTTPS in order to access the user location through
the Geolocation API21 . However, this restriction is not extended to other
APIs.
Currently, several browsers, e.g. Firefox, warn users if they are visiting
a website not using HTTPS, and prompt users to deny transmission if they
are about to submit information that does not use it. However, no warnings and almost no restrictions are in place if a script from a third-party
website retrieves information via HTTP. This shortcoming clearly merits
consideration by browser vendors.

5.7

Challenges

Perhaps the main challenge for implementing browser-based countermeasures is to make browsers, wherever possible, behave indistinguishably to
websites while keeping retrievable information to a minimum. Achieving
the necessary agreement amongst competing vendor providers is likely to be
difficult without enforcement by regulatory or standard bodies.
Another obvious challenge is ensuring changes implemented by browser
vendors have minimal negative impact on the browsing experience of users.
Achieving this is non-trivial given that, as discussed earlier, changes could
include restricting APIs as well as occasionally prompting users.
Finally, some browser vendors might not wish to limit fingerprinting
given that their parent companies apparently depend on it for their own
services, such as providing web analytics and personalized online advertising
[3].

6

Making Browser Fingerprinting Unnecessary?

6.1

A Different Approach

As noted briefly above, whilst browser vendors are in a strong position to
decide how effective browser fingerprinting is, some of the key players in this
space, notably Google, may be unlikely to take steps to limit it since they
also appear to play a major role in browser fingerprinting [3]. That is, there
is clearly a desire by key browser vendors to be able to track user behaviour.
Indeed, to some extent this is necessary to enable these vendors to continue
to support “free” (and highly valued) services, such as web search.
In this respect, it might be argued that trying to restrict cookies has
been counter-productive for user privacy; at least cookies are, to a high degree, user-controllable, i.e. users can delete all cookies from time to time
and thereby refresh their online identity. Exerting usage control is much
more difficult when browser fingerprinting is employed for tracking, since as
21

https://www.w3schools.com/html/html5_geolocation.asp [accessed 18/02/2019]
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we have argued it is far less controllable and far more privacy-damaging in
that it retrieves a wide variety of information about a user’s platform and
browser configuration. That is, pressure to limit cookies may have encouraged trackers to adopt browser fingerprinting, with an associated worsening
of end-user privacy protection.
Apparently, five years ago Google intended to replace the use of cookies with some form of browser-generated ID (confirmed by a Google official
[15]). However, no further information was ever made available. This apparently abandoned proposal suggests a possible new, and apparently paradoxical, approach to limiting browser fingerprinting. That is, if trackers
can be offered a means of tracking browsers that is less privacy-damaging
than browser fingerprinting, then browser vendors might be more willing to
countenance adopting measures to reduce the effectiveness of fingerprinting.
Currently, operating systems such as Windows and Android support an
advertising ID [32]. This serves as a unique identifier for the device/user
for locally installed programs/apps to serve personalized ads. This ID can
be reset, meaning that all previous associations are removed. This suggests a similar scheme in which a novel user-controllable ID is accessible
by websites through browsers. This ID (which we call the Unique Browser
Identifier (UBI)) would be managed by the browser itself, rather than the
host operating system, since it is intended for use solely by the browser.
The main reason to introduce a browser-managed UBI is to provide a
replacement for both cookies and browser fingerprinting for the purposes of
tracking, e.g. for the support of personalized advertising. That is, by providing a legitimate, simple and user-controllable method of enabling tracking,
the use of cookies and browser fingerprinting could be made redundant. Simultaneously with the introduction of the UBI, measures also need to be put
in place to prevent trackers using both the UBI and browser fingerprinting
(hence damaging privacy even further). This could be achieved by regulation
and/or standardization, as well as by implementing the recommendations
given in Section 5. Apart from making fingerprinting for tracking redundant,
the UBI could also replace other existing uses of browser fingerprinting. In
particular it could serve as an additional layer of authentication.

6.2

Configuring Identifiers

To ensure that the introduction of the UBI gives the user the control that is
currently lacking with browser fingerprinting, browsers will need to enable
users to limit access to the UBI (and reset it). It could be advantageous for a
browser to support more than one UBI, for example one for personalization
(e.g. for personalized advertising) and another for authentication purposes
(e.g. as a factor in multi-factor authentication). This would allow the access
settings for the various UBIs to be separately configurable. For example, a
user might choose to allow third parties to have access to a personalization
14

UBI, e.g. as used for personalized advertising, and might also choose to
automatically reset this UBI at fixed intervals (e.g. monthly). In parallel,
an authentication UBI might be configured to only be available under very
restricted circumstances, e.g. only to the site visited by the user and/or
to a “login” web page and/or if the user gives explicit permission. UBIs,
depending on their type, might also be unique per website, as opposed to
being the same regardless of the retrieving party.

6.3

UBI and Cookies

It could be argued that the functionality of a UBI could just as easily be
implemented through the use of a special cookie. However, as we discuss
below, there are a number of reasons why the UBI offers desirable features
not accessible through the simple use of cookies. Of course the UBI would
not replace cookies, as they serve as a means of adding state to HTTP, an
otherwise stateless protocol.
One major difference between cookies and the proposed UBI is that the
user has no means of controlling how cookies are used; all a user can do is
have them deleted. By contrast, the UBI has a well-defined role and its use
could be configured to meet user privacy requirements. That is, by providing
explicit browser support for the UBI, its use can be controlled much more
precisely than would be the case for cookies.
To help enable transparency of use and make websites accountable for
their actions, browsers could usefully maintain a log of accesses to each type
of UBI, e.g. including access date/time and accessing URL, just as is the case
for cookies. However, unlike the case for cookies, it would also be helpful
to log details of whether the requesting site is a third-party site, while also
identifying the first-party site whose website contained the third-party link.
Recording this additional information is made possible by implementing the
UBI as a distinct browser feature.
Browsers should also enforce the use of HTTPS for UBI transfers, i.e.
preventing access via HTTP. Currently, unless the appropriate flag is set,
cookies can be transferred via HTTP, and transferring the UBI unencrypted
would clearly be a privacy risk. It is interesting to observe that browser
fingerprinting information is currently often transferred using HTTP (see
5.6).
Currently the expiry date of cookies is controlled by the server that
created them, whereas UBI expiry would ideally be user-controllable. Moreover, if a multi-UBI system was implemented, UBIs would serve a range of
purposes, and their behaviour and handling could be managed individually.
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6.4

Privacy Considerations

Ideally, the use and functioning of a UBI should be standardized by an
official body rather than being left to an initiative by a browser vendor.
As mentioned in 6.1, Google considered replacing the use of cookies with
a browser generated ID. Had such functionality been unilaterally added,
perhaps with minimal user controls, it would potentially have given Google
even greater control over online personalized advertising, to the detriment of
user privacy, given that Google currently [8, 24] also owns the largest shares
of both online advertising and browser users.
It might be argued that potential sharing of a UBI amongst trackers
might increase privacy concerns. Analogously, concerns about sharing of
browser fingerprinting IDs have recently been expressed [10]. However, in
the case of UBIs, this might be avoided if the recommendations below and
those in 6.1 and 6.3 are followed.
To help minimize the threat posed to user privacy, we propose that the
following rules governing UBIs should be enforced by the browser.
• UBI Access Control: users should have full control over the use of
all UBIs. This can be through prompts as well as enabling blacklisting/whitelisting of websites. Usage control should include providing
means to enable/disable UBI access to third party websites. Denied
websites could be provided with a dummy ID to prevent them learning
that the user has denied them access.
• UBI Reset: like the existing advertising IDs, UBIs should be resettable, allowing users to opt to be forgotten by all websites that possess
any of the previous UBI(s).
• UBI Opacity: UBIs should be generated in a way that reveals no
information about its platform/client, nor linking with previously generated values.

6.5

Possible Issues

One possible criticism of the proposed UBI is that it could act as a sort of
supercookie posing a significant threat to user privacy. The dangers can be
seen by considering real-world use of advertising IDs (see 6.1). Google has
stated that an “advertising identifier must not be connected to personallyidentifiable information or associated with any persistent device identifier
(for example: SSAID, MAC address, IMEI, etc.) without explicit consent
of the user”22 . However, recent research suggests that there is significant
abuse of IDs of various types to create a very persistent ID that defeats
22

https://play.google.com/about/monetization-ads/ads/ad-id/
12/10/2019]
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[accessed

the purpose of the advertising ID23 . This suggests that third parties cannot
be trusted to obey limitations on ID use unless restrictions are enforced by
the browser itself. There are also potential issues with “popup fatigue”, if
a user is continually being asked about the use of IDs. These issues will
certainly need to be properly addressed before browser support for UBIs is
introduced.
Moreover, as noted in 5.7, browser fingerprinting plays an important role
in the difficult balance between user privacy and the need for websites to sell
advertising to pay for otherwise “free” services. Advertisers wish to track
users to enable them to provide better-targeted advertising, whilst at the
same time users want greater privacy protection. Browser vendors have the
power to limit fingerprinting, but the economic justification for dedicating
resources to fix the privacy problems is lacking. Of course, the whole idea
of the UBI is to help achieve a better balance; other possible attempts to
improve the situation include solutions such as the basic attention token
(BAT)24 . However, BAT aims to harmonize a currently dysfunctional advertising ecosystem24 , while the main objective of UBI is to enable users to
assert some control over online tracking, and that regardless of whether or
not it is being used for advertising purposes.

7

Conclusions

7.1

Browsers with Fingerprinting-Resisting Features

Some initial steps have been taken by certain browser vendors to tackle
browser fingerprinting. However, these steps remain small and many browser
vendors have not added any such features to their browsers. Firefox calls its
techniques of this type resistFingerprinting. Using the term “resist” seems
appropriate given that the measures certainly do not prevent it altogether.
Firefox version 62 incorporates four options that can be enabled to resist
fingerprinting, although some are disabled by default.
It seems that Firefox’s fingerprinting features are not all listed or fully explained on its website25 . One of these features prompts users if it detects potential canvas fingerprinting and another apparently reduces time-reporting
precision. It is stated on Firefox’s official website that the fingerprinting
protection is still experimental and may negatively affect the browsing experience. Therefore, Firefox has opted not to make these options available
in the main Options menu; instead, access is via the somewhat obscure
advanced options, that are only accessible by typing about:config in the
23

https://blog.appcensus.io/2019/02/14/ad-ids-behaving-badly/
[accessed
12/10/2019]
24
https://basicattentiontoken.org [accessed 18/10/2019]
25
https://support.mozilla.org/en/kb/firefox-protection-against-fingerprinting
[accessed 12/10/2019]
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address bar (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Firefox anti-fingerprinting options
Apart from these limited measures in Firefox, only Safari and the Tor
browser appear to contain significant anti-fingerprinting features. Even in
this case, only the latest Safari version (i.e. Safari 12) possesses such features. This leaves around more than 90%26 of web users without any default
anti-fingerprinting protection. The Safari and Tor browser implementations
of anti-fingerprinting measures differ, although both Safari and Tor are designed to make all versions indistinguishable.

7.2

A Possible Role for Regulation

As discussed in 5, a number of steps could be taken by browser vendors
to make fingerprinting significantly less effective, including removing (or
limiting) uncommonly used APIs and reducing API accuracy. The main
question is how to persuade browser vendors to implement such steps. One
possible route might involve some kind of regulation.
More than 92%26 of users use one of the five most widely used browsers,
but trackers and the domains they use are very numerous. It therefore seems
reasonable to focus more on controlling browser fingerprinting by regulating
browsers rather than by regulating websites. Moreover, browsers act as a
kind of middle man between websites and users, and can thus act as a type
of privacy regulator [23]. However, it is important to note that some browser
vendors also make extensive use of browser fingerprinting, and are thus likely
to be reluctant to restrict it. Finally, despite the primary focus on browsers,
the regulation of websites remains an important possibility, especially given
that it appears that most tracking is performed by a limited number of
third-parties [3].

7.3

Final Remarks

It is unlikely that browser fingerprinting (or variants of it) will disappear any
time soon. Studies have shown that its deployment is increasing. Moreover,
26

https://netmarketshare.com/browser-market-share.aspx [accessed 15/10/2019]
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the methods used to perform it are continually changing as browsers themselves evolve, making controlling it very difficult. Also, fingerprinting does
have uses other than for tracking and so eradicating it without providing an
alternative (e.g. as provided by UBIs) is likely to be infeasible in practice. In
summary, it seems that unless effective alternatives are provided, preventing
browser fingerprinting is likely to be impossible. Given the threat it poses
to user privacy, this is clearly an important topic for future research.
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